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ETUDE DE LA PRECIPITATION DE L'HYDRURE DANS LE

ZIRCONIUM PAR LES TECHNIQUES AU PENDULE

par

I.G. Ritchie et K.W. Sprungmann

RÉSUMÉ

On s'est servi des mesures de la pointe de précipitation, de la

déformation par autotorsion et des propriétés de dislocation de l'hydrure

pour cartographier la limite de solubilité de la colution solide terminale

d'hydrogène dans des échantillons polycristallins et un échantillon mono-

cristallin de zirconium a. On s'est servi d'un pendule de torsion à basse

fréquence pour certaines de ces mesures et d'un pendule de flexion à basse

fréquence pour les autres. Ces techniques au pendule ont permis d'étendre

avec succès les mesures de la limite de solubilité de la solution solide

terminale d'hydrogène dans le zirconium a â l'intervalle de concentration

relativement faible d'hydrogène de 2 à 50 |jg/g d'intérêt technologique dans

l'industrie nucléaire. En outre, on s'est servi des résultats pour obtenir

des renseignements qualitatifs et quantitatifs sur la dépendance de la li-

mite de solubilité de la solution solide terminale â l'égard de la contrain-

te et sur la cinétique de précipitation ou de dissolution de l'hydrure par

suite d'une variation graduelle de la contrainte appliquée.
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HYDRIDE PRECIPITATION IN ZIRCONIUM STUDIED BY PENDULUM TECHNIQUES

by

I.G. Ritchie and K.W. Sprungmann

ABSTRACT

Measurements of the precipitation peak, the autotwisting strain

and the properties of hydride dislocations have beer, used to map the hydro-

gen terminal solid solubility boundary in polycrystalline samples ard a

single-crystal sample of a^zirconlum. A low-frequency torsion pendulum was

employed for some of the measurements and a low-frequency flexure pendulum

for others. These pendulum techniques were successful in extending

measurements of the hydrogen terminal solid solubility boundary in

a^zirconium to the relatively low hydrogen concentration range 2 to 50 wg/g

of technological interest in the nurlear industry. In addition, the

results were used to obtain qualitative and quantitative information about

the stress dependence of the hydrogen terminal solid solubility boundary

and the kinetics of hydride precipitation or dissolution in response to a

step change in the applied stress.
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SYMBOLS

A. pendulum oscillation amplitude on first oscillation

A ,. pendulum oscillation amplitude on n+1 oscillation

b Burgers vector

C line tension of dislocation

D drive signal

f frequency of pendulum

G shear modulus

L length of dislocation

N reference voltage and nominal strain amplitude

n exponent

N number of hydride particles per unit volume

n number of dislocations

T temperature

|T| rate of change of temperature

T_ temperature of the terminal solid solubility boundary

x coordinate along the dislocation line

y coordinate perpendicular to the dislocation line

a geometrical orientation constant

r ordering parameter

A logarithmic decrement of internal friction (IF)

A(t) IF at time t

A IF at time t = 0 (maximum value)
M

Ao IF at time t = j>

AH activation enthalpy

AHg difference between heats of solution of the hydride and

solid-solution phases

E surface strain amplitude

e_, autotwisting strain at T

e autotwisting strain at T o
TS S

E Q autotwisting strain at 0 K

A density of dislocation

o effective shear stress

T relaxation time



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

In recent years, internal friction (IF) techniques have been used
to investigate the hydrogen-rich regions of the phase diagrams of metal-
hydrogen systems and to study the diffusion of hydrogen both in the metal
lattice and in any hydride phases formed [1]. In particular, pendulum
techniques have been used to map the hydrogen terminal solid solubility
(TSS) boundaries in the hydride-forming, body-centred-cubic (bcc) transi-
tion metals, vanadium, niobium and tantalum, for hydrogen concentrations
[H] >_ 0.5 atomic % [2-4]. The first detailed pendulum investigation of
hydrogen solubility in a metal was carried out for the hexagonal-close-
packed metal, a-titanium [5]. Several IF studies of the a-zirconium-hydro-
gen system have also been reported [6-10], but in only one of these [9] was
the IF measurement made over sufficiently wide temperature and hydrogen
concentration ranges to map the TSS boundary.

The presence of hydrogen in excess of the TSS in zirconium and
zirconium alloys results in embrittlement, due to the presence of hydride
precipitates [11,12]. Crack propagation in some zirconium alloy pressure
tubes in some CANDU-PHW* nuclear reactors has been traced to this hydride
embrittlement [13]. In fact, the crack propagation mechanism is thought to
involve the stress-aided precipitation of brittle hydride particles at the
crack tip (see the review by Dutton [14]). If this is indeed the case,
precipitation and resulting crack propagation can occur only at tempera-
tures below the TSS in the zirconium alloy in question. In order to under-
stand the crack propagation mechanism in mort detail and to predict the
possible occurrence of cracking in zirconium a,loy components, it is
essential to establish the hydrogen TSS boundary, its stress dependence (if
any), and the kinetics of hydride precipitation and dissolution over the
temperature range used in service.

1.2 PREVIOUS WORK

Most measurements of the TSS of hydrogen in zirconiun^ and zir-
conium alloys commonly used in the nuclear industry, have been made at tem-
peratures from 300 to 550°C, corresponding to 0.5 < [H] £ 6.3 atomic % (or
35 to 700 ug/g) [15-21]. The results show that the hydrogen TSS is almost
insensitive to the compositions of the alloys commonly used and that all of
the data are in reasonable agreement with the TSS boundary compilation
given by Kearns [16]. Very few solubility determinations, in either zir-
conium or its alloys, have been reported [9,19-21] for temperatures in the
reactor operating range (20 to 300°C), corresponding to [H] < 0.01 to 0.55
atomic % (or < 1 to 60 yg/g). Although thes.a data are scattered about an
extrapolation of the boundary given by Kearns, the scatter is much greater
than desirable and data obtained by different authors show significant and
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systematic disagreement. One of these sets of data was obtained by Mishra
and Asundi [9] using a low-frequency IF technique. After rapidly cooling a
sample from a preset soaking temperature to the desired test temperature,
these authors observed a very small step decrease in the background IF at a
critical test temperature that varied with the hydrogen concentration in
the sample. They attributed the decrease in IF background to the pinning
of dislocations by very fine hydride precipitate particles generated by
fast cooling, and identified the critical temperature with the TSS tempera-
ture. Since this approach involves the detection of only a very slight
change in the background IF, the results are more open to question and the
interpretation more doubtful than is the case for recent pendulum investi-
gations of the precipitation peak and the autotwisting phenomenon in the
bcc transition metals [2-4,22].

Low-frequency IF studies have shown that a precipitation peak
occurs during the dissolution and precipitation of the hydride phase. The
maximum value of the IF, A.,, is proportional to the rate of change of tem-
perature |T| divided by the frequency f of the pendulum, i.e., AM is pro-
portional to the temperature change per cycle, which is, of course, a mea-
sure of the amount of hydride precipitated or dissolved per cycle.
Yoshinari and Koiwa [4] have developed a phenomenological theory for the
peak that agrees with experimental observations, but the detailed micro-
scopic mechanism Involved remains to be determined. Owen and Scott [2]
were the first to exploit the autotwisting phenomenon in the study of hy-
dride dissolution and precipitation in a metal. When a wire sample of
vanadium is thermally cycled through the TSS in a torsion pendulum at rest,
it is observed that, on cooling through the TSS, spontaneous twisting
occurs and continues with a decreasing rate to very low temperatures. Upon
heating, a similar autotwisting begins at very low temperatures and halts
more or less abruptly at the TSS. Ferron and Quintard [23] have shown how
the autotwisting curve can be described phenomenologically and have sug-
gested that the observed shear strain is due to the movement of hydride
dislocations punched into the lattice around precipitating hydride parti-
cles. More recently, Koiwa and co-workers [22,24] have investigated the
autotwisting phenomenon more thoroughly in vanadium, niobium, tantalum and
titanium. From an observed magnification of the magnitude of the auto-
twisting in the presence of a static, bias couple on the torsion pendulum,
they have concluded that the autotwisting strain Is associated with the
preferential precipitation of hydride platelets of certain orientations in
response to the applied stress, over those in other orientations less
favoured by the applied stress. Regardless of the details of the mechan
ism, the sharp knee In the autotwisting curve, particularly on cooling, can
be used to map the hydrogen TSS in the metal.

1.3 OBJECT OF WORK

This report details our attempts to use the precipitation peak,
the autotwisting phenomenon, and the properties of hydride dislocations to
map the hydrogen TSS boundary in a-zirconium. One of our most important
goals was to extend the application of these pendulum techniques to the
lower hydrogen concentrations (2 _< [H] < 50 tig/g) of technological im-
portance. Other goals were to try to use the techniques to obtain quali-
tative and quantitative information about the stress dependence of the
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hydrogen TSS boundary and the kinetics of hydride precipitation and disso-
lution in response to a step change in the applied stress.

2. MATERIALS

Some of the results described in this report were obtained on
samples of nominally 99.999% pure zirconium purchased from Atomergic
Chemetals. We subsequently refer to samples of this material as 'pure1

zirconium. Its analysis in the 'as-received' condition revealed the
following concentrations (yg/g) of impurities: Al, 15; B, < 0.1; Cd,
< 0.2; Cr, 3; Co, 3; Cu, 1; Hf, < 40; Fe, 13; Pb, < 1; Mn, < 1; Mo, < 1;
Nb, < 5; Ni, < 5; Si, <2; Ta, < 20; Sn, 15; Tl, < 2; W, 20; V, < 1; and the
following estimates for the gaseous impurities: H, < 5; N, 6; and 0, 17 to
23. Other results on Karz-grade zirconium samples in the "as-received"
condition showed the following major impurities (pg/g): Al, 10; Fe, 30;
Hf, 200; 0, 120; and H, 27. The single-crystal sample was produced at the
University of British Columbia by the floating-zone technique [25], and
spark-machined to a small platelet of gauge dimensions 23.5 x 6.5 x 1.4 ism.
The orientation of this sample was such that the c-axis was parallel to the
thickness direction and the longitudinal axis of the specimen made an angle
of 14.5° with the a-direction. After testing, this single-crystal sample
was analyzed and found to contain the following impurities (vg/g): Al, 17;
Cu, 50; Cr, 45; Fe, 80; Hf, 50; Mn, 7; Pb, 10; Si, 12; Sb, 12; 0, 200; and
H, 34.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Two types of low-frequency IF pendula were employed in this
study: an inverted torsion pendulum and a counterbalanced flexure pen-
dulum. Wire samples, typically 100 mm long and 1 mm in diameter, were
tested in the torsion pendulum, while platelets of typical dimensions
24 x 3 x 1 mm were tested in the flexure pendulum. Both pendula and the
electronic data-logging equipment and measurement techniques have been des-
cribed in detail elsewhere [26]. Measurements of IF were made by two dif-
ferent methods: either by monitoring the free decay of the pendulum oscil-
lations, or by driving the pendulum at a constant amplitude and monitoring
the energy input per cycle to the system. Data reduction and numerical
analysis of the results were carried out as described earlier [26,27].

The surface strain amplitude (e) at which the sample is main-
tained is preset by adjusting a reference voltage, N. Thus, for a particu-
lar test, it is convenient to refer to N as the nominal strain amplitude.
This value is easily related to e by a factor involving the dimensions of
the specimen and the geometry of the pendulum [26] . In this study, the
range of strain amplitudes employed is given by 5 x 10~7 < e .< 2 x 10~

s.

Where free-decay measurements have been performed, the measure of
IF used is the logarithmic decrement, A, given by
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n"1 In (A x/A n + 1),

A, and A +, are the pendulum oscillation amplitudes on the first and
oscillations, respectively. Where constant strain amplitude measure-

where
n+lth
ments have been performed, the measure of IF employed is the drive signal,
D, in volts. This is proportional to A for a given strain amplitude in a
given material [26]. The proportionality factor relating P and A for a
particular test is given in the figure or figure caption concerned. In
autotwisting experiments, the spontaneous, angular deflection of the tor-
sion pendulum was continuously monitored, as a function of temperature,
during a programmed cycle of heating and cooling at predetermined, constant
rates. This angular defection is simply related to the surface shear-
strain amplitude by factors involving the dimensions of the wire sample
[26].

To reduce the pick-up of gaseous impurities (particularly oxygen,
nitrogen, hydrogen and carbon), each pendulum was operated in a vacuum of
better than 0.13 mPa during testing and during in situ thermal treatments
of the samples. To prepare stable structures (from the point of view of IF
measurements), some use was made of the techniques of vibration condition-
ing and programmed vibration annealing [28].

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

For clarity and convenience this section is divided into four
parts: results on the so-called precipitation peak (4-1), strain-ampli-
tude-dependent IF phenomena associated with hydride dislocations (4.2),
attempts to study the kinetics of hydride precipitation in response to a
step change in the oscillation amplitude (4.3), and the autotwisting
results (4.4).

4.1 PRECIPITATION PEAK

Curves of IF as a function of temperature (T), measured continu-
ously at constant e, are shown in Figure 1 for a sample of pure zirconium
with 9 + 2 yg/g of hydrogen. The sample was annealed for 6 h at 700°C and
strained 1% In tension before insertion in the torsion pendulum. As shown
in Figure 1, during heating there is a broad peak, situated at about 200°C,
that appears to consist of at least three overlapping components. During
cooling, there is a sharp rise in IF between 190 and 180°C to a peak at
about 160°C. The shape of this cooling peak is similar to that of the
precipitation peak in other metals. Although a systematic study.of the
height of the cooling peak as a function of [H], coo.Mng rate (|T|) or
frequency (f) over wide ranges of these variables was not within the scope
of this investigation, some spot tests were carried out to characterize the
peak. These showed that the peak height increased with [H] and |XI and
decreased wi'b f, while the peak temperature increased with [H], all of
which are characteristic propert5.es of the precipitation peak [3-5].
Following the procedure adopted by other workers, the onset of the sharp
increase in IF on cooling is taken to be the position of the TSS boundary
in cooling (see Figure 1). No attempt was made to correlate a feature of
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FIGURE 1: Constant Strain Amplitude Drive Signal (Proportional to
Internal Friction) as a Function of Temperature, for Heating
and Cooling, of a Sample of lure Zirconium Containing
9 + 2 Vg/g of Hydrogen. Torsion pendulum measurements at
f = 2.2 Hz and e = 1.92 x 10~s- The arrow indicating the onset
of the precipitation peak in cooling is taken as the position
of the TSS boundary.
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the heating curve with the TSS boundary. Nevertheless, it should be no.:.ed
that the high-temperature edge of the heating peak is considerably higher
in temperature than its counterpart in the cooling curve. This thermal hy-
steresis is in the direction expected intuitively and observed in all other
reported studies of hydride precipitation peaks. It should also be noted
that the results shown in Figure 1 were only reproducible after the first
ragged cycle. We suggest that this reproducibility reflects a sort of
memory effect, so that, on the second and subsequent thermal cycles, the
hydride precipitates reappear on cooling at the same sites that they occu-
pied going into solution on the prior heating cycle. Each test of the type
shown in Figure 1 was repeated a minimum of six times on each of four
samples of pure zirconium in the torsion pendulum and on each of two
samples of Marz-grade zirconium in the flexure pendulum. The results are
tabulated in Table 1.

In a single-crystal sample tested in the flexure pendulum, a much
sharper peak was associated with the TSS boundary. Results typical of the
second or subsequent thermal cycles are shown in Figure 2. In this sample,
which contained 3 4 + 2 yg/g of hydrogen, the peak was similar in shape on
both heating and cooling, with only a slight hysteresis in the sense
expected intuitively. Also, as shown in Figure 2, the height of

TABLE 1

POSITION OF TSS BOUNDARY FOR HYDROGEN IN o-ZIRCONIUM

ESTIMATED FROM THE TRUNCATED SIDE OF THE

PRECIPITATION PEAK* IN COOLING

Material

Pure Zr

Pure Zr

Pure Zr

Pure Zr

Marz Zr

Marz Zr

Single Crystal*

Technique

Torsion

Torsion

Torsion

Torsion

Flexure

Flexure

Flexure

Hydrogen Content

(wg/g)

9 + 2

14 + 2

16 + 2

2 1 + 2

18 + 2

27 + 2

3 4 + 2

TSS Temp.

<"C)

184 + 5

208 + 5

215 + 5

224 + 5

222 + 5

233 + 5

264 + 2

269 + 2 +

* In the case of the single-crystal sample, the position of the spike,
Figure 2, is taken as the position of the TSS boundary.

t The value 269 + 2 is taken from the position of the spike on heating.
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FIGURE 2: Sharp Spikes in the Constant Amplitude Drive Signal as a
Function of Temperature Marking the TSS in a Single-Crystal
Sample of Zirconium Containing 3 4 + 2 Pg/g of Hydrogen,
Flexure pendulum measurements at f = 7.1 Hz and e = 1.4 x 10~5.
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•
the peak increased with |T|. As part of a separate study, this sample was
thermally cycled more than twenty times through the range 200 to 400°C and
on each cycle (with the exception of the first) spikes similar to those
shown in Figure 2 occurred on both heating and cooling between 250 and
260°C. It is possible that the spikes observed in this single-crystal
sample correspond to the precipitation peak in polycrystalline samples.
The latter precipitation peak could be a sequence of overlapping spikes
corresponding to the precipitation of hydrides in different orientationsv
in different grains, and at different levels of the local internal stress.

4.2 STRAIN-AMPLITUDE-DSPENDENT EFFECTS

Measurements of IF as a function of T, at several different con-
stant £ values, for a sample of pure zirconium ([H] » 14 + 2 Hg/g) are
shown in Figure 3. This sample was preannealed at 800°C (final grain size
=0.7 mm) and then slightly deformed in bending at room temperature immedi-
ately prior to testing in the flexure pendulum at f a 4.25 Hz. The
measurements at each temperature datum in Figure 3 were obtained in free
decay after a stabilization period of more than 10 min. Thus, although the
shapes of the peaks in Figure 3 are similar to the shape of the precipita-
tion peak on cooling (cf. Figure 1), the peaks in Figure 3 cannot be R e -
lated to the transient component of the precipitation peak because lT|/f
was essentially zero. Moreover, the precipitation peak in zirconium
(Figure 1) and other materials [3-5] is strain amplitude independent,
unlike the results in Figure 3.

Results similar to those shown in Figure 3 were not obtained on
every specimen tested, presumably because the attempted 'slight deforma-
tion1 was not always successful. Nevertheless, once obtained with a given
sample, the results were stable and reproducible provided that the sample
was not heated much above 230°C. After exceeding this temperature, the
peak was not present on cooling or subsequent reheating, and could only be
regenerated by slightly redeforming the sample below the temperature of the
peak. This agrees with the work of Atrens [29], who observed a similar
peak (in torsion) that disappeared after heating for 20 min at 230°C.

Figure 3 can be described as a family of peaks of almost constant
height, with a common high-temperature side, and a broadening increasing
with e on the low-temperature side. The shapes and the amplitude-dependent
behaviour of the peaks in Figure 3 are very similar to those predicted for
the thermally assisted unpinning of dislocations, with a zig-zag configura-
tion in a random array of obstacles [30-32]. As demonstrated elsewhere
[33], comparison of the results in Figure 3 with theoretical calculations
based on a model for the unpinning of zig-zag dislocation segments gives
good qualitative agreement between theory and experiment, with the excep-
tion of the high-temperature tail. Although the theoretically calculated
curves have high-temperature sides that converge for the various values of
e, they do not coincide, as is the case for the experimental curves.

A plausible explanation of these results is as follows. During
furnace cooling after the original anneal, relatively large, isolated hy-
dride particles are formed in the lattice, surrounded by hydride-induced
dislocations, as shown in the electron micrographs published by Carpenter
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Flexure pendulum measurements at f = 4.25 Hz.
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and co-workers [34-36]. When the sample Is slightly deformed, some of
these long, fresb dislocations are then either freed from their pinning
points or act as sources for the generation of more, long, fresh disloca-
tions. These interact with an essentially random array of obstacles (for
example, immobile oxygen interstitials) in the lattice* During subsequent
heating, as the hydride particles dissolve, some of the hydride dislocat-
ions collapse and disappear while the remainder become firmly pinned by the
freed hydrogen defects as the TSS is approached. Both of these effects
accelerate the loss of free dislocation segments, giving rise to the peak,
and causing it to be truncated close to the TSS regardless of the value of
E (as is the case with the experimental results, Figure 3 ) .

The abruptness of the truncation of the peaks in Figure 3 re-
quires further explanation. The magnitude of the IF in the unpinning model
referred to above is dictated by the product ALJ, where A is the density of
the dislocations involved and L their length. As shown in electron micro-
scopy studies of hydrides [34-36], L for the hydride dislocations will be
one of the long dimensions of the hydride platelets. Thus, during heating,
except for a small decrease in A as a few hydride dislocations collapse,
ALa will maintain its value up to temperatures very close to TSS because
dissolution of the hydrides proceeds, predominantly, by a decrease in their
thicknesses.

Further support for this model is provided by measurements of the
changes in dynamic Young's modulus observed concurrently with those of
Figure 3. These modulus results, shown in Figure 4, exhibit behaviour that
is normal for a thermally activated peak, except for a very sharp decrease
in the temperature range 207 to 218°C, which is more characteristic of a
phase transition. The temperature of this sharp change in modulus is taken
to be the temperature of the TSS boundary for [H] = 1 4 + 2 ug/g, the
concentration of hydrogen found in the sample after testing.

4.3 TIME-DEPENDENT EFFECTS

In a single-crystal sample of oczirconium containing 3 4 + 2 pg/g
of hydrogen, it was observed that, at temperatures below the TSS, the
response to a step increase in the oscillatory strain amplitude was a
characteristic recovery of the IF to a new stable value at the higher con-
stant strain amplitude. Such results probably contain information about
the stress dependence of the TSS boundary and the kinetics whereby the
system, consisting of hydrogen in solid solution and hydride particles to-
gether with their attached hydride dislocations, attains equilibrium in
response to a step change in amplitude. Consequently, we decided to
investigate the time-dependent IF in a more systematic manner; however,
first it was necessary to devise a method of arriving at a stable
(essentially time-inde*"-ndent), reproducible starting condition at each
temperature to be investigated.

The method devised has been called a programmed vibration anneal
(PVA) [28]. It consists of continual vibration at a chosen strain ampli-
tude, while the specimen is heated at a controlled rate to a prechosen
annealing temperature, held for the annealing time, then cooled at a con-
trolled rate to the next chosen test teitperature. The curves of IF (as
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measured by the constant strain amplitude drive signal) during two typical
PVAs are presented in Figure 5. The sample was heated from the previous
test temperature (186°C in the upper curve and 225°C in the lower curve) to
410°C, at 2°C/min, held at that temperature for 2.5 h, and then cooled to
the next test temperature at < 0.5°C/min with the sample continuously vi-
brating at e = 3.1 x 10"' (N - 2.0 V). This procedure gave a time-
independent IF, which was almost amplitude independent for N < 2.0 V, end a
stable, reproducible (A wif.hin + 5 x 10" *) starting point for measurements
of nonlinear properties for N > 2.0 V at the new test temperature.

Following the test procedure (described below), the IF during the
subsequent PVA (Figure 5) consists of a broad peak P followed by a region
of oscillatory behaviour on the heating branch, while the cooling branch,
with the exception of a corresponding region of oscillatory IF, is rela-
tively featureless. In the temperature range of the oscillatory IF (330 to
380°C), the IF, as a function of e in free decay oscillated with a period
that depended upon the temperature. The term gasping was used by Takahashi
[37] to describe an IF phenomenon with a similar appearance in single cry-
stals of zinc. Analogous phenomena have been reported in other materials
[38,39] and, more recently, Wuttig and co-workers [40-45] have examined
these types of phenomena (which they label auto-oscillation rather than
gasping) in more detail from both the experimental and theoretical view-
points. The oscillatory IF observed in this study occurs in a temperature
range well above the expscted TSS temperature for [H] • 34 + 2 jjg/g.
Furthermore, the period of the oscillatory IF measured in free decay can be
accounted for by the movement of oxygen interstitials. Consequently, this
interesting phenomenon, observed during all of the PVAs carried out in this
study, is not related to the presence of hydrogen or hydrides in the sample
and will, therefore, be examined in a separate report.

The broad peak, P , in the heating branches of each PVA (Figure
5) appears to be related to the hydride dislocation peak discussed in
Section 4.2. Evidence of this is that, as the test temperature is in-
creased, Pa is pushed to higher temperatures and eventually (lower curve,
Figure 5) becomes truncated on its high-temperature side, at the approxi-
mate temperature of the TSS, in the same way as the hydride dislocation
peak in Figure 3. This is shown more explicitly in Figure 6 where the peak
temperature of P is plotted as a function of the previous test tempera-
ture. The peak temperature moves to higher temperatures until the TSS
boundary is approached, but F does not move beyond the TSS boundary. The
precipitation peak (actually a spike in this sample, as shown in Figure 2)
is not observed during the PVA for two reasons:

(i) because the drive signal is reduced by a factor of four at the
lower strain amplitude and

(ii) because the |T| is reduced by a factor of four on the cooling
branch, where the spike would be most visible.

At each test temperature, the procedure carried out was to increase e from
3.1 x 10"* (N = 2.0 V) to 1.6 x 10~! (N = 7.5 V) in a slngls step change
and to observe the changes in IF with time during continual vibration at
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the higher value of e. This response, referred to as vibration condition-
lag, is monitored by measuring the constant E drive signal as a function of
the time elapsed from the step change in e, as shown in Figure 7. The
vibration conditioning curve at 186°C (Figure 7) was immediately followed
by the PVA represented by the upper curve of Figure 5. The two examples of
vibration conditioning in Figure 7 show that the step increase in e causes
an immediate (i.e., in a time of B 60 s required for the system to lock-on
to the new e value) increase in IF, which gradually recovers over a period
of about 5 h. During this period, changes also occur in the IF as a
function of e measured in free decay. These changes have been described
elsewhere [28] and are similar to results recently associated with hydride
dislocations in a-titanium [46].

The dislocation density in similar single-crystal samples after
growth and annealing was estimated to be very low, < 107 cm"2. In several
samples investigated by electron microscopy, the only dislocations observed
were the relatively long, hydride dislocations anchored at the ends of
hydride particles. We assume that the dislocations involved In the time-
and amplitude-dependent IF reported in this section are these hydride
dislocations and their associated pinning points, which reach a quasi-
equilibrium state during the PVA. The subsequent, Immediate increase in
IF, In response to a step increase in e, can be attributed to two main
possibilities:

(i) an increase in the number of active dislocations

(ii) an increase in the number of defects dragged when the hydride
dislocations sweep a larger area of the slip plane.

Large-scale generation of fresh dislocations by the step Increase in e can
be ruled out because, in over twenty PVAs, there was no evidence of an
accumulation of deformation. This Is in direct contrast to results on
faster thermal cycles through the TSS boundary in polycrystalline samples
of o-zirconium, where there was good evidence of the multiplication of
fresh, hydride dislocations to give a self-deformed structure [47,48].
These latter results on polycrystalline samples agree with the observations
of Bell and Sawatzky [49], who demonstrated that a creep step occurred on
each thermal cycle of a zirconium alloy through the TSS boundary. Added
support that large-scale generation of fresh dislocations is not caused by
the step change in e comes from the fact that the magnitudes of the IF
changes observed are small, A < 2 x 10~3, and not at all consistent with
large-scale dislocation multiplication. Although the possibility cannot be
dismissed that a few extra hydride dislocations per hydride particle are
generated by the step increase in e, and lost again during subsequent
heating through the TSS boundary (so that accumulation of self deformation
does not occur), It seems more likely that the number of active disloca-
tions is increased by unpinning.

The step increase in amplitude and subsequent vibration condi-
tioning 'condition' the dislocations responsible for peak P , i.e., it
replaces the slight deformation at room temperature required to condition
the dislocations in the polycrystalline samples discussed in Section 4.2
We believe that this conditioning process is siraply the preparation of some
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long, free dislocation loop lengths (easily unpinned segments) by the drift
of defects in the dislocation cores in response to the prolonged vibration
conditioning. Nevertheless, as the test temperature is increased, the un-
pinning responsible for peak P becomes more difficult because more hydro-
gen defects (pinning points) are present in solution. As a result, P is
'pushed1 to higher temperatures until it is truncated at the TSS.

Although both the time- and c-dependent IF observed after the
initial increase in e are complex, a relatively simple qualitative picture
emerges if it is assumed that the initial response is a combination of (1)
and (ii)« The subsequent long recovery can then be attributed to the re-
sponse of the hydride particles, their attached hydride dislocations and
associated pinning points to the new level of vibratory stress. We postu-
late that a major mechanism in the recovery is the stress-induced rear-
rangement of hydrogen pinning poinJ-s (e.g., hydrogen interstitials, their
pairs and larger clusters, or hydride nuclei) modified by the tendency of
the hydride particle, to which the ends of the hydride dislocations are
anchored, to either grow or shrink in response to the local level of the
internal stress, added to the externally applied vibratory stress. In this
qualitative model, the peak Pg is due to the thermally assisted unpinning
of hydride dislocations from the special configuration established by the
vibration conditioning at the test temperature.

In general, time-dependent IF has been analyzed successfully only
In the E-independent region. However, Krishtal and Vyboishchik [50]
measured identical dislocation parameters from time-dependent IF in both
the e-independent and e-dependent regions in copper-arsenic alloys. A
similar analysis of the recovery curves, such as those given in Figure 7,
has been attempted. We assume that the IF can be described by

A(t) - AQ = (AM - AQ) exp (-F) (1)

where A(t) is the IF at time t, A and A are the limiting values at t - 0
and t "•• ™, respectively, and r is an ordering parameter. Usually, f can be
expressed as

r = (t/x)n (2)

where n is an undetermined exponent and T is the relaxation time. For
example, in the case of Snoek ordering (an e-independent process), n is 1/3
for impurity interstitials and t is the average time for one jump of the
ordering species (Quist and Carpenter [51]). For the rearrangement of
substitutional impurities in the cores of dislocations in copper, Oren et
al. [52] found n = 1 at low temperatures with a deviation at higher temper-
atures,, while Krishtal and Vyboishchik [50] also found n • 1 for
substitutional impurities in copper. There Is both experimental and
theoretical evidence (see the review by Bullough [53]) that n » 1/2 applies
to the initial stages of the drift of vacancies to a dislocation. It seems
probable that changes in the IF associated with the growth or dissolution
of a second phase could also be described by equations of the form of (1)
and (2).

Clearly, a plot of In r versus In t should yield a straight line
of slope n. To check this, representative data were picked off curves such
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as those In Figure 7 and plotted in this form. The plots corresponding to
the curves in Figure 7 are given in Figure 8 and the results for all the
curves are tabulated In Table 2. At least two separate stages, with n
varying between 1/2 and 7/4 for the first stage and n close to 1/2 for the
final stage, were obtained for each temperature tested. It should be noted
that, for the one result above the TSS boundary (i.e., 316°C), only one
stage with n " 1/2 was observed. The variable first stage is assumed to be
associated with the response of the hydride particles, their dislocations
and associated pinning points to the step increase in e, and seems to indi-
cate that a succession of mechanisms occur, depending upon the temperature.
The second stage seems to be associated with the diffusional drift of de-
fects to the dislocations or within the dislocation core. From these re-
sults, the analysis appears to be valid, but so far, attempts at more
detailed interpretation of the observed two-stage kinetics have not been
successful.

The results pertinent to the problem of hydrogen in a-zirconium,
obtained from this single-crystal sample with {H] = 3 4 + 2 Mg/g« can be
summarized as follows:

(i) From the truncated side of Pa (Figure 5), by analogy with the re-
sults of Section 4.2, the TSS in heating is taken to be 288°C.

(ii) If the peak position of Pa, rather than its truncated side, is
taken to be a measure of the TSS in heating, the plateau in
Figure 6 yields 270 + 5°C.

TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT RECOVERY CURVES

Temperature

316

238

225

200

186

180

163

154

146

124

105

Time Exponent

Stage 1

0.45

0.97

0.64

0.50

0.73

0.83

1.70

1.20

0.93

0.66

0.75

n of Recovery

St?«e 2

0.45

0.57

0.43

0.50

0.49

0.53

0.33

0.55

0.43

0.45

0.49
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(ill) From the positions of the precipitation spike on heating and
cooling at high strain amplitude, only a very small thermal hys-
teresis is observed (Figure 2 ) . These results indicate that, on
heating, the TSS is at 269 + 2°C and, on cooling, at 264 + 2CC.

(iv) The time-dependent recovery (Figure 7) after a step change in e
shows that the system is very sensitive to changes in the
vibratory stress level at temperatures below the TSS boundary.

(v) The kinetics of the recovery are surprisingly slow, requiring
> 1 h for 50% recovery, even at temperatures above 200°C.

4.4 AUTOTWISTING

Figure 9 shows the torsional strain as a function of T for a
heating/cooling cycle on a sample of Marz-grade zirconium containing 209 +
9 Mg/g of hydrogen. The thermal ;ycle used equal heating and cooling rates
of « 0.8°C/min. After the first ragged thermal cycle, subsequent cycles
for the same heating and cooling rates were highly reproducible and, in
this case, the autotwitjting was always in the same sense. For samples con-
taining the same nominal [H], neither the magnitude nor the sign of the
autotwisting was reproducible from sample to sample. Each of these proper-
ties (including the raggedness of the first cycle) has been reported pre-
viously for at least one of the hydride-forming bcc metals [22,24].

The curve in Figure 9 can be described as a heating branch that
shows little autotwisting and a cooling branch characterized by a sharp
knee at 380°C that is taken to be the position of the TStf boundary. In
tests carried out on samples containing hydrogen concentrations In the
range 100 to 700 ug/g, the heating branch was relatively flat, or contained
only a broad bump in the vicinity of the TSS. For example, the upper curve
ip Figure 10 (curve a) is a thermal cycle at a much faster rate,
|T| = 5°C/min, over the temperature range from 350 to 550°C on a sample
containing 410 + 20 Ug/g of hydrogen. If the broad minimum and sharp knee
on the heating and cooling branches, respectively, are taken to be the pos-
ition of the TSS boundary, then the thermal hysteresis of J1 20 °C is sur-
prisingly small. Since the sharp knee and the shape of the autotwisting
curve on the cooling branch were the only features of the phenomenon repro-
ducible from sample to sample, only these features of the autotwisting re-
sults have been used for further analysis and to map the TSS boundary. The
results indicate that the temperature from which the heating is started,
and the amount of time spent at that temperature, both affect the subse-
quent heating branch. By repeated thermal cycling through the same temper-
ature range, it was demonstrated that the position of the knee in the
cooling branch was reproducible to within + 10"C. At least five thermal
cycles were observed for each sample and the average position of the TSS
knee in the cooling branches for each sample is tabulated with [H] in
Table 3.

The effect of a bias tensile stress of 1.95 MPa, imposed on the
sample by simply adding an extra weight to the counterweight of the in-
verted torsion pendulum, is also shown in Figure 10 (curve b)• The
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TABLE 3

POSITION OF TSS BOUNDARY FOR HYDROGEN IN MARZ-GRADE

o-ZIRCONIUM ESTIMATED FROM THE POSITION OF THE

KNEE IN THE AUTOTWISTING CURVE ON COOLING

Hydrogen Content

(pg/g)

140 + 8

150 + 8

183 + 8

390 + 20

390 + 20

410 + 20

410 + 20

680 + 35

680 + 35

Tensile Bias Stress

(MPa)

0

0

0

0

0.5 - 5.0

0

0.5 - 5.0

0

0.5 - 5.0

TSS Temp.

(°C)

372 + 10

375 + 10

405 + 10

451 + 10

462 + 10

479 + 10

485 + 10

551 + 10

554 + 10

presence of tensile stresses In the range 0.5 to 5 MPa shifts the position
of the TSS knee to slightly higher (4 to 10°C) temperatures. Moreover, it
was demonstrated that, after removal of the bias stress, the TSS moved back
to approximately its original position. Although this stress-induced shift
in the TSS knee is smaller than the maximum spread of + 10°C in the posi-
tion of the TSS knee observed during repeated thermal cycling in the ab-
sence of ctress, it is a real effect. This Is because the imposition of
the bias stress always increased the temperature of the cooling knee with
respect to the previous stress-free cycle, and removal of the stress for
the subsequent cycle decreased the temperature again. Similar tests were
carried out on two other samples containing 680 + 35 Vg/g and 390 + 20 Ug/g
of hydrogen, respectively. The results are in Table 3.

Both theoretical considerations [54] and intuition lead us to ex-
pect that the presence of a tensile stress will favour the hydride phase
over the solid solution phase. This would result in a shift of the TSS to
higher temperatures for a given [HJ, as observed In the experiments. The
results are not sufficiently precise to provide more than a qualitative
confirmation of the stress-induced shift of the TSS in the expected direc-
tion. However, the magnitude of the effect observed experimentally is much
larger than expected from theoretical considerations. According to Puls
[54], tensile st"-2sses of the order of 100 MPa would be required to produce
a shift in the TSS of the order of magnitude observed.

Ferron and Quintard [23] have shown that the form of the
autotwistlng curve, such as that of the cooling branch in Figure 9, at
temperatures below the TSS knee, can be described empirically by the
expression
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eT

[ k \T T

where T_ is the temperature of the knee (TSS) and &j,, eT and eQ are the

autotwistlng strains at T, Tg and 0 K, respectively. They showed that,
when such a fit was performed on results for a vanadium-hydrogen alloy, the
value of the activation enthalpy, AH, obtained was very close to the
enthalpy normally obtained from the slope of the TSS boundary in a [H]
versus (T_)~l plot, i.e., AH = AH_, the difference between the heats of
solution of the hydride and solid solution phases. It is clear that if AH
= AHg, the right-hand side of Equation (3) is simply the fraction of pre-
cipitated hydrogen at temperatures lower than T_. To test the applicabil-
ity of Equation (3) to the data of Figure 9, we assumed that e T «= eQ,
picked datum points off the curve at 20°C intervals and plotted them in
the form ln[l - (eT - eT )/(eRT ~ eT )J versus (1/T - 1/Tg), as shown in

Figure 11. The plot yields a linear region from T - 380°C down to temper-

atures of about 120°C where [1 - (e™ - eT )/(eRT - eT )] becomes too small

to determine accurately from the experimental results. The slope of the
linear region yields AH = 0.44 eV/atom (42.7 kJ/mol), which should be com-
pared with AHg = 0.39 eV/atom (37.4 kJ/mol) as determined by Kearns [16].
Over the linear range in Figure 11, the solubility of hydrogen, [H], In
orzirconium can be written as

[H] » 5.57 x 105 exp (-0.44(eV)/kT) (4)

for 140 < T ̂  380 °C (or 2 < [H] _< 209 pg/g), which should be compared with
the equation for the compilation given by Kearns [16] of

[H] = 1.61 x 105 exp (-0.39(eV)/kT) (5)

determined over the temperature range 260 < T <_ 550 °C.

Ferron and Quintard [23] have attributed the autotwisting strain
to the bow-out of hydride dislocations. If the string model of dislocation
movement is used and the motion is considered to be slow enough to ignore
viscous damping of the motion, then the bow-out is described by

3X

avC -2-i = ab (6)
X

where C is the line tension of the dislocations, a Is the effective shear
stress in the slip plane experienced by the dislocations, b is the Burgers
vector, and x and y are the coordinates along the dislocation line and per-
pendicular to the dislocation line in the slip plane, respectively. Ferron
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and Quintard [23] used the incorrect equation Cy » ob rather than
Equation (6) and further assumed that the variation of the operative shear
stress, a, is proportional to the amount of precipitated hydride and, as a
consequence, both y and the autotwistlng strain, cj, exhibit the variation
described by Equation (3). However, if C a 1/2 Gb 2, where G is the shear
modulus and the dislocation segment length is taken to be L, the length of
the hydride needle or platelet, the solution for y from Equation (6), v?ben
substituted in the expression for the strain,

eT - aAby (7)

where a is a geometrical orientation constant, finally leads to

2 2
a . L Obe > — A (—) —- ta\

T 6 (b} G Ka)

In this expression, A = nffL is the density of hydride dislocations, i.e., N
is the number of hydride particles per unit volume, n is the number of dis-
locations per hydride particle punched into the lattice, and a is a geomet-
rical orientation factor. On the basis of Equation (8), the product
AL - nJVL reflects the amount of hydrogen precipitated, if it is assumed
that variations in the effective Internal stress acting on the hydride dis-
locations remain relatively small. Although this model is oversimplified,
since it ignores the nucleation and the growth of hydride particles as
cooling proceeds and does not take into account the distribution of parti-
cle sizes, it does yield maximum strains of the order of magnitude ob-
served. For example, an estimate of (a/6)AL2 ~ 10 to 10 can be ob-
tained from the height of the IF peak attributed to hydride dislocations
(see Section 4.2 above), and if the internal stress close_to the hydride
particle remains close to the yield stress, then a/G " 10 , from which
e™ " 10 ' to 10 *, as observed. In addition, Equation (8) can account for
the fact that both the magnitude and sign of the autotwist.ing strain can
vary from sample to sample. Presumably, in the case of isotropic, homo-
geneous, hydride precipitation in a perfectly aligned, textureless sample
under no external stresses, a is zero and there can be no autotwisting.
However, in practice, the presence of texture, and anisotropic and inhomo-
geneous precipitation, in response to slight variations in temperature and
internal stress, lead to a net autotwisting. This is supported by observa-
tions [22,24] that the presence of a bias torque on the pendulum always in-
duces the autotwisting in the direction of the torque and increases the
magnitude compared with the zero torque case.

In vanadium-hydrogen alloys, it is known that fewer hydride dis-
locations are generated than in other systems, since many thermal cycles
through the TSS boundary are required to build up an appreciable deforma-
tion peak of IF [3]. This poses a problem for the above model of disloca-
tion bow-out to explain the autotwisting. Yoshinari and Koiwa [22], from
the evidence of their results on bcc hydride formers, have suggested that
the origin of the strain lies in stress-induced anisotropic precipitation.
Their model assumes that the presence of an externally applied shear stress
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favours one orientation of the hydrides more than the others. Under these
circumstances, the population of stress-favoured hydrides is increased over
the population of unfavoured hydrides, adding an additional component to
the strain in the direction of the applied stress. In hydrided zirconium
alloys, it is well known that preferred orientations of hydrides develop in
response to certain stress patterns and that a reorlentatlon of the hy-
drides can be Induced by changes in the orientations of the applied
stresses [55,56]. This stress-induced, preferred orientation of precipita-
tion could also enhance the dislocation bow-out strain, by dictating the
presence of more hydride dislocations on the slip planes associated with
the stress-favoured hydrides than on those associated with the unfavoured
hydrides, i.e., by dictating a higher value of a. It seems probable that
in systems (such as the zirconium-hydrogen system) where large numbers of
hydride dislocations are observed [34-36] both mechanisms combine to con-
tribute to the net autotwistlng strain observed.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In Section 4, several pendulum techniques were examined for
mapping the TSS boundary for hydrogen in a-zirconium. In Figure 12 all the
results are gathered together in an Arrhenius plot of [H] as a function of
the reciprocal temperature of the experimental feature associated with the
TSS. Over the range 100 < [H] < 700 Mg/g, the knee in the autotwisting
curve has been plotted as a function of temperature during cooling. Also
shown in this range are some results obtained in the presence of a bias
stress. The line obtained from the analysis of the shape of the auto-
twisting curve during cooling is also plotted. It covers the range from
209 to 2 Mg/g [HJ. Analyses of other autotwisting curves give lines lying
between the example shown and the line for the compilation of data reported
by Kearns [16]. For the single-crystal sample with [H] = 3 4 + 2 Mg/g, only
the position of the precipitation spike has been plotted. The other esti-
mates, based on the position and truncated side of F , are thought to be
less precise. In the range 9 + [H] + 21 Mg/g, six measurements from the
sharp side of the precipitation peak in cooling have been plotted. Four of
these were from measurements in torsion and two in flexure. Finally, a
measurement from the truncated side of the hydride dislocation peak
(measured in flexure and on heating, but with T/f "* 0) corresponding to
[H] = 1 4 + 2 Mg/g has been plotted.

The data on the TSS boundary given in Figure 12 agree well with
those of some other workers. In the high hydrogen range, the data are
close to the compilation reported by Kearns [16]. In the lower hydrogen
range, the results are within the limits of the data reported by Cann and
Atrens [20]. However, the results obtained in this study have the merit of
being characterized by a much smaller experimental scatter band than those
obtained by the direct metallographic technique employed by Cann and
Atrens [20] or those obtained by Coleman and Ambler [19]. The data com-
piled in Figure 12 show that the pendulum techniques employed can all be
extended to the determination of hydrogen solubility in the low
([H] < 50 Mg/g) concentration range of practical importance. It should be
noted that the results in the low concentration range do not agree with the
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IF results reported by Misihra and Asundi [9J. It is difficult to under-
stand why these authors did not observe the precipitation peak with their
very fast cooling rates, unless their soaking temperatures were already on
the low-temperature side of the precipitation peak. This appears to be the
case in the representative data given in their paper and explains why their
estimation of the TSS boundary is at a much lower temperature for a ~j.ven
hydrogen content than the data in Figure 12. Considerable discussion, in
reports of studies of hydrogen in a-zirconium [15-20], has revolved around
the existence of two hydride phases: the stable i-phase and the metastable
Y-phase. Some authors [20] have suggested that the data at high hydrogen
contents correspond to the 5-phase boundary, while those at lower hydrogen
contents correspond to the metastable Y-phase boundary. If this is the
case, then the results in Figure 12 show that, within experimental error,
both boundaries can be described by the same solubility equation.

There are two surprising conclusions from these studies that are
probably linked in some way:

(i) our hydrogen TSS data, observed for the most part on cooling,
agree very well with the compilation of hydrogen TSS data taken
on heating (Kearns [16]);

(ii) we observed only a relatively small thermal hysteresis,
especially in the single-crystal investigations.

Both of these observations suggest that there is little undercooling on
repeated thermal cycles in the materials we tested. It seems probable that
this is due, at least in part, to a memory effect established after the
first thermal cycle. However, there is also some evidence that the concen-
tration of oxygen in the alloys may play an important part in dictating the
amount of undercooling. Such a conclusion has been reported by Yoshinari
et al. [57] who tested vanadium-deuterium and vanadium-deuterium-oxygen
alloys. These authors observed that, in the presence of 0.01 to 0.04
atomic % of oxygen, the thermal hysteresis of the deuterium TSS was small,
<̂  5°C, and almost constant with increasing deuterium contents, while in the
presence of 0.7 to 1.0 atomic % oi oxygen, the thermal hysteresis increased
from ^ 5°C at low deuterium contents to •** 40°C at high deuterium contents.
Our results were obtained on samples containing considerably less oxygen (5
to 100 times less) than the materials used in previously reported studies
of zirconium alloys.

It seems probable that the effect of oxygen on the position of
the TSS boundary occurs through the well-known strengthening of the zircon-
ium lattice by oxygen in solid solution. The samples tested in the studies
reported here were relatively pure and very soft compared with the alloys
employed in previous studies and used in the nuclear Industry. Even the
single-crystal samples, which were the least pure samples tested in this
study, were fully annealed and extremely soft. Thus, we conclude that, In
a soft, easily deformed lattice, hydride precipitate particles are more
easily accommodated and little undercooling is observed, while in the
harder oxygen-doped materials, accommodation of the precipitating hydride
particles is much more difficult and significant undercooling is observed.
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Clearly, the effects of oxygen and predeformation on the hydrogen TSS
boundary in zirconium should be studied in more detail. There is already
evidence [58] that the presence of oxygen in excess of •*> 200 yg/g favours
the precipitation of the 6-hydride phase rather than the y-hydride phase.
Consequently, in any further pendulum studies of the hydrogen TSS in the
zirconium-hydrogen system, a parallel study of the hydrides precipitated,
using electron microscopy techniques, would be invaluable.

The results presented in thiB study show that micromechanical
properties of the o-zirconium-hydrogen system below the TSS temperature are
affected by the presence of the hydride precipitate particles, their
attached hydride dislocations and associated pinning points. Thus, al-
though the autotwisting results, in the presence of a tensile bias stress,
appear to give the sought-after stress dependence of the TSS boundary
through the direct effect of an externally applied tensile stress on the
terminal solubility, it is possible that the observed shift of the TSS knee
is a secondary effect. For example, the TSS knee may represent not the
onset of precipitation but the stage of growth where hydride dislocations
of a size big enough to give a measurable bow-out strain are generated.
Then, during cooling in the presence of an externally applied stress, some
smaller dislocation loops may contribute to the bow-out strain, causing the
TSS knee to occur earlier, i.e., at a higher temperature. A more systema-
tic study of the effects of bias stresses (both tensile and shear) on the
autotwisting knee and the form of the autotwisting curve should be carried
out over a larger range of hydrogen concentrations than that employed in
this study.

To extract information concerning the stress dependence and
kinetics of hydride precipitation from the complex phenomena reported in
Section 4.3 will require more insight into the properties and behaviour of
hydride dislocations and their pinning points. The fact that almost
identical behaviour has been observed recently [46], at a temperature about
200°C lower for a given concentration of hydrogen (in ng/g) in polycrystal-
line samples of o-titanium, should aid in the elucidation of the phenomena
involved. In the case of titanium-hydrogen samples containing about
10 |ig/g of hydrogen, time and e-dependent IF associated with hydride dis-
locations can be studied at room temperature, where the experimental pro-
blems of maintaining a constant temperature and eliminating temperature
gradients are minor compared with those encountered in studying or-zirconium
samples containing 10 Mg/g of hydrogen.
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